
While Johnnie found success a second time in coaching 
and building gyms, his wife Tarah entered real estate. 
“I started watching my wife help so many humans, and 
I began to look at her heroically like my coaches. I saw 
the traits and characteristics that I wanted to model in my 
life shining through my wife. She was leading others and 
helping families through her self sacrifice, wisdom and 
patience. Two years before the pandemic started, I began 
to pivot from coaching to study real estate. With guidance 
and tutelage from her, I knew that I could dominate. Now 
real estate is my new sport.”

With his long history of athletic training and perfor-
mance, Johnnie possesses an unparalleled work ethic. He 
prides himself on “tactfully and relentlessly outworking, 
outperforming and out-hustling the rest of them.” His 
competitive spirit aids him in pushing himself to achieve 
while acting as an unstoppable advocate for his clients. 
“It takes a different type of resolve to reach any type of 
professional status in sports. That’s why I’m undefeated in 
my wins for clients, and I have a wonderful time doing it.”

Johnnie rejects the traditional Realtor® image and opts 
instead to be himself. He conducts business in athletic style 
shoes and professional urban wear, because it’s authentically 
him, and he likes to be comfortable. “I’m gonna outrun 
everyone,” he laughs. “They’re wearing tight slacks and 
slippery shoes. One of the biggest compliments I get is, 
‘You don’t look like a real estate agent.’ I don’t know 
what a real estate agent looks like, but people have a 
perception. I asked one lady and she said, ‘A used car 
salesman.’ So I asked her, ‘Does that make you feel like 
they’re someone you trust and want to work with?’ She 
said, ‘No, it doesn’t.’ When people trust me with the 
process and so much generational wealth, it is something 
that intrinsically inspires me to be a strong resource and 
advocate for others who may not have otherwise ever 
learned how to leverage real estate to experience the 
American Dream, there is no greater honor. This is the 
only me I know how to be.”

Known for his genuine, down-to-earth nature and empa-

thetic heart, Johnnie strives to understand the mindset of 
his clients and act in their best interests. “It allows me to 
move with more accuracy because I make decisions with 
the heart of the person I represent. I come with a clear and 
concise vision of how to get action items accomplished so 
they can achieve their goals.” 

Johnnie has the joy of working alongside his wife Tarah, 
who is now a broker and managing partner at Nationwide 
Real Estate Executives. Together, they are The Walker 
Team. “She never stops trying to grow and is the most 
consistent leading energy in our family. I can respectfully 
say I have been inspired and learned and matured being in 
proximity to her. I’m a strong personality but an agreeable 
team player. But if you’re weak as a leader or your con-
victions are low, I will weed you out. I’ve held my wife to 
that standard as well, and she holds me accountable. She 
started out working at the front desk of the firm she now 
co-owns. To watch that growth and the things she took 
on and overcame inspired me to know this is someone I 
can definitely rock and roll with.” Johnnie and Tarah also 
share two daughters, who are the center of their world.

“Real estate gives me a magnificent purpose,” Johnnie 
says. “I believe if I can walk with purpose, I will collide 
with my destiny. I am fearless. I started with nothing, 
so I will stop for nothing. My goal is to bridge the gap 
between where someone is today and where they want to 
be tomorrow.”
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Believe it or not, playing for the NFL and succeeding 
in real estate have a lot in common. They both 
require discipline, teamwork and a healthy sense 

of competition. Just ask Realtor® Johnnie Walker at 
Nationwide Real Estate Executives in Irvine. 

After back-to-back national championship wins with 
legendary USC football coach Pete Carroll and graduating 
with his double major in kinesiology and communications, 
Johnnie was signed to the Houston Texans during the 
2006 NFL draft. He was living his dream, a newlywed 

with everything in front of him. But Johnnie says “NFL” 
is really an acronym for “not for long. No matter how 
talented you are, it’s not a situation that allows for you to 
have a sustainable career.” Only five years later, Johnnie 
left the league, and he says he was battered in many ways. 
“My body was injured, my heart was broken because I 
could no longer play the game I loved, and I didn’t have 
the financial literacy I needed for Tarah and I to do the 
things we dreamt of. We didn’t own a home. We were 
essentially homeless when I was released from the team 
and moved back to California. I felt like I had failed.”
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